BASEBALL SKILL GUIDE

Baseball Skill Guide
On the surface, baseball can seem like a simple game – hit, run, catch, throw. But there actually is a
considerable amount to learn in order for players to maximize their talent and continue to improve while playing
against increasing levels of competition. The good news is that most players will naturally do many things
correctly, and only a few adjustments can result in significant improvement.
Many coaches and parents have been around the game for a long time, but they may have not been taught
properly or do not have experience teaching the game. This guide has been assembled to help coaches, parents
and players learn the fundamentals of playing baseball and teach it to others. It will also allow players the
opportunity to work on their own to accelerate their development. While coaches are dedicated, there just isn’t
enough practice time available to work with each player individually all season long.
The earlier players learn to use proper technique, the easier it will be to progress. Additionally, while practice
repetitions are very important, it’s not very helpful if those repetitions are performed with poor technique that
engrains hard to break bad habits. This guide is intended to provide a consistent set of instructions for all
players to work from during their years playing youth baseball.
Although each player will have their own style and physical attributes - the guide provides some leeway in
certain areas for this - there are baseball fundamentals that are a must.
The guide sections are organized by skill level, starting with the basics for beginners and then adding more detail
and complexity as player’s master each level. Of course, players will develop at different rates but, in general,
the levels are put together with the following age groups in mind:




Beginners: 5-7 year olds (T-Ball and Stallion)
Intermediate: 8-10 year olds (Pinto and Mustang)
Advanced: 11-14 year olds (Bronco and Pony)

Within each section, the information is organized in bullet point format with pictures in order to be concise in
explaining basic techniques and the theory behind each technique. Knowing the theory helps to reinforce what
each part of the skill is intended to accomplish.

Skill Instruction
The following is a general guideline on how to teach each skill:








Line up the players so they can all see the coach
List the parts of the skill that will be covered and make any general comments
Demonstrate each step and have players mimic them – explain the what to do and the why
Work through each step in isolation, then begin to combine the steps
Have each player show the coach individually before moving to the next step
Tell player what they are doing correctly to build the player’s confidence and provide positive
reinforcement, and then what needs to be worked on
o Provide the same information to any parent that is engaged in their child’s development
Perform skill-specific drills to work on general improvement and correct flaws in technique

Whether a player is a beginner or further along in their development, it’s a good idea to go through the full set
of instructions to be sure they are aware of how to perform the skill correctly before moving on to the next skill.

You will often find that an adjustment to or correction of a flaw in the early steps of a skill will fix flaws that
occur in later steps.
Have patience with the players. Some kids will not have the physical and/or mental ability to master the
fundamentals quickly or perhaps even before the end of the season, but keep working on it. The effort we put
in comes from our love of the game and will eventually benefit each player while they are playing the sport and
when they later retire to fandom or become a coach.

Drills
A set of drills are provided within each section.





The drills include isolating the parts of the skill in order to focus on perfecting one or a few parts at a time,
and then build up to have the player perform the actions of the skill in combination in order to work on
balance, coordination, and timing.
Some drills are constructed to use an exaggerated or unconventional motion that would not be used in an
actual game situation, but is used to get a feel for some part of the skill.
Each drill can be started with repetitions in slow motion, then increase the speed after several consecutive
well-done repetitions are completed.
It is better to take the time to perform the drills well, rather than doing rapid-fire drills to get a lot of
repetitions done in a short amount of time but done poorly.

Guide Sections







Hitting Guide
General Throwing Guide
Pitching Guide
Fielding a Batted Ball Guide
Fielding Plays Guide
Baserunning Guide

HITTING GUIDE

Hitting
“Hitting a round object with another round object as it is moving is the hardest thing to do in all of sports.”
– Ted Williams, Hall of Fame Player and last player to hit .400 in a season (1941)

Choosing a Bat
A bat should be light enough to swing with speed and control, and heavy enough to generate power. A longer bat provides more
coverage of the strike zone, but can negatively affect mechanics if it’s too long. Many of the online charts for choosing a bat size
suggest using bats that may be too long or heavy. Here is a quick way to get started.

For bat length:



Place the bottom of the bat in the center of the player’s chest and point bat out to the side. Bat is the correct length if fingertips
reach the end of the bat with the outstretched arm, or
With player standing straight up, stand the bat straight up from the ground at player’s side. Bat is the correct length if, with the
arm hanging down, the center of palm reaches the top end of the bat.

For bat weight:


Player holds bat handle and extends arm and bat straight out to the side. If player can’t hold the bat out for more than 30 to 45
seconds, the bat may be too heavy.

Once a bat is within the above guidelines, experiment by swinging different bats. If it appears that the bat is swinging the player
(rather than the other way around) or bat speed is slow motion, the bat is likely too heavy or too long. If the player has good
balance and the feels natural with the swing, you probably have the correct bat.
Note that making consistent, solid contact with a lighter, shorter bat is better than missing the sweet spot of the barrel or missing
altogether with a heavier, longer bat.

Gripping the Bat
Beginner




Right handed batter – Place the left hand on bottom of bat near the bat knob and the right hand above left hand
Left handed batter – Place the right hand on bottom near the bat knob and the left hand above right hand
Hands together

Intermediate and Advanced




Middle knuckles from both hands are in line with each other
Hands lightly touch each other, not pressed hard against each other
Pressure on the handle is applied by the fingers and not against the palms
Keeping knuckles in line through the swing keeps the barrel of the bat on the plane of the pitch by preventing the wrists from
rolling over. It also keeps the arms directly behind the bat barrel at contact, providing more power to the swing.

Quick Check
To see if knuckles are in line, hold bat straight up and down in
the middle of the chest and point forefingers straight out.
Both fingers should be pointing in the same direction away
from the body. (a)

(a)
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Feet Placement
Beginner






Alignment:
o Feet aligned with the direction of the pitch with the left foot closer to pitcher for right handed batters (and the right foot
closer to the pitcher for left handed batters)
o Toes pointed straight across the batter’s box
Depth in the batter’s box: the front foot near the middle of the plate
Distance between feet: wider than the shoulders
Distance from plate:
o For T-ball, close enough so the middle of the bat barrel travels across the top of the tee during the swing. Check the
distance with a practice swing.
o For pitch ball, close enough so the end of bat can reach the outside of the plate during the swing. Check the distance with a
practice swing.

Intermediate


Alignment: Players can start with an open stance or closed stance, for comfort or to compensate for something in the swing, but
feet should come back in line with the direction of the pitch during the stride
o Starting with feet in alignment makes the swing less complicated as stride can go straight forward (a)
 With a closed (b) or open (c) stance, a player is at risk of stepping offline during the stride
 A closed stance may make it easier to hit to the opposite field, but also hinders vision and ability to hit the inside pitch
 An open stance may make it easier to see the ball prior to the stride or pull the ball, but could make it more difficult to
hit the outside pitch

a) Feet in Alignment






b) Closed Stance

c) Open Stance

Depth in the batter’s box:
o Player can move up or back in the box to adjust to the speed of the pitcher, although this technique will not be useful
against a pitcher who changes speeds
o Putting front foot ahead of the plate has no advantage, it just gives batter less time to see the pitch
Distance between feet: Needs to be considered in conjunction with the length of the stride
o Feet starting closer together with a longer stride could make timing and body control for difficult
o Don’t want feet so far that feel so overextended that is difficult to move and be in balance
Distance from plate: Batter always needs to start at a distance from plate so the swing can reach the outside part of the strike
zone
Kids tend to stand too far away from the plate for fear of getting hit by an inside pitch. Being too far away makes it impossible to
hit pitches on the outside part of the strike zone.
An easy way to estimate the proper distance from the plate is having the player stand at a distance away from the plate equal to
the length of their foot. Or alternatively, lay bat on ground across the plate, perpendicular to the direction of the pitch, so the
end of the bat covers the far side of the plate, then place the feet at a distance in line with the knob end of the bat.
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Stance
Beginner
Knees: slightly bent in an athletic position
Hand position: near back armpit and away from the body
Bat angle: knob pointing down and away from the body

Intermediate
Knee bend: Need to be comfortable and loose
 Being too high or too low can hinder mobility and ability to adjust to pitch location
 Batter can start high or low, or have a little bounce or sway before the pitch to keep muscles loose, but need to be balanced and
steady as the pitcher starts his motion
Weight: Centered between feet and slightly forward on the balls of the feet, with a bend in the waist so the chin is over or slightly
past the toes
 Starting with weight on heals can cause the batter to stiffen up
Hand position: near the height and depth of the armpit and 3 to 8 inches from the body
 Hands can start in a different position and have some movement to keep batter loose, but the bat needs to be near this position
at the start of the swing
 Starting with the hands properly positioned in the stance minimizes extra motion that complicates the timing of the swing
Shoulders: Level to ground and in line with feet or slightly closed relative to the feet
 Starting with shoulders open relative to the feet makes coordination with the feet and hips more difficult
 Starting with shoulders overly closed can impair vision, cause the batter to stiffen up and excessively pre-load the swing
Bat angle: Knob of the bat pointing at the far foot of the catcher (as if positioned normally)
 Batter can start in a different position for comfort, but the bat needs move to this position at the start of the swing or no later
than at the completion of the stride when the front foot lands (otherwise known as the launch position)
 Starting with the bat properly angled in the stance minimizes extra motion that complicates the timing of the swing
Back elbow: Relaxed and in a position between level with the back shoulder and half way down to the ground is a good range
 The key is that at the launch position (at the completion of the stride), the elbow should be even with or slightly below the back
shoulder in order to load the upper body and properly sequence the swing
 Starting with the elbow where it will be at the launch position minimizes extra motion that complicates the timing of the swing
 An elbow that moves higher than the shoulder can create a long, difficult to control swing
 An elbow that is pointed low and stays low minimizes the loading of the upper body and can change the swing sequencing - the
upper body starts before the lower body, which throws off timing, reduces bat speed and creates a poor swing angle
Head steady with eyes focused on the pitcher’s cap and body relaxed
 Eyes should be facing straight at the pitcher and nearly parallel to the ground to provide the clearest view
 The ball will first appear to the batter when it is near the pitchers head
 Tension in the body will slow the swing
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See below for an example of a good basic stance (a) and an example of a flawed stance (b): Knuckles out of line, bat angled
backward, knees not bent, feet angled outward

a) Good Basic Stance

b) Flawed Stance

Advanced



Develop a routine when setting up in the batter’s box to relax the body and focus the mind
Scan the pitcher for indications that the pitcher is tipping the pitch type, but a good pitcher will bluff

Practice Drill



Coach demonstrates grip, foot placement and stance
Players practice setting up in the batter’s box with the following checklist - getting a grip, checking the grip, setting up the feet,
checking the feet, getting in a stance, relaxing the body, and focusing the mind on the pitcher

The Load and Stride



The load moves the weight back and the stride springs it forward
The timing of when to start the load depends on the speed of the pitcher and the speed of the batter’s swing
o The batter should use their time in the on-deck circle to find their timing by swinging with the pitch, then adjust as
necessary when they see an actual pitch from the batter’s box

Beginners




Lift front foot slightly (load) and take a small step forward (stride)
o The lift and step should be kept small until the batter can develop body coordination and a sense of timing
Knees kept slightly bent to help with balance and flexibility
Head and hands kept still and maintain posture
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Intermediate






Load: Shift weight back by lifting the front heal and knee
o Front knee: Lift straight up or only slightly back and no higher than half-way up to the hip
 Too much motion complicates timing and balance
o Shoulders and hips: can turn back slightly, but too much motion complicates timing and balance and does not add much bat
speed
 Extra twisting of the shoulders should be reserved for only the most accomplished of hitters
o Hands and bat angle: Remain in the same position relative to the body with no more than a minimal closing of the
shoulders and a minimal tilt of the front shoulder down
 Can adjust angle of bat so knob of bat angled at catcher’s far foot, either with load or with the stride but sooner makes
coordination easier
o Maintain good posture with the head still and look for the pitcher’s ball release point near the pitcher’s hat
Stride: Front foot steps straight at the pitcher with a hard push from the back leg, shifting the weight forward
o Stride length:
 Will vary and is dependent on the width of the stance, and the player’s strength and ability to stay balanced
 With a wide stance, the stride length could be very short
 Needs to be long enough to allow the hips to turn and not move up during the swing due to momentum
 Not so long as to over extend and make it difficult to turn hips and stay in balance
 For kids who tend to bail out, lengthening the stance and shortening the stride keeps them from stepping too far out
o Hands, shoulders, hips and bat: Minimal movement until foot landing
 Hands can get loaded by staying in same place while body moves forward (“walks away from the hands”), but hands
should not be pushed backwards
o Head steady
o Eyes: Move from the pitcher’s hat to the ball release
 Ball is typically released by the pitcher during the stride, depending on the speed of the pitcher
Landing (Launch Position): Front foot lands softly on the ball of the foot, then the front heel is put down
o Weight: Stops moving forward when the front foot lands, stopping in the middle of the body
 Weight should not shift over the front foot, otherwise considerable power and balance will be lost
o Front foot angle: Land approximately half-way open to provide balance, and allow the hips to open during the swing but
does not open the hips before the swing
o Front knee: lands slightly bent
 A bent knee will make it easier to turn the hips faster during the swing
o Knob of bat angled at catcher’s far foot
o Back elbow even with or slightly below the line of shoulders

a)

Stance

b) Load

c) Launch Position
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Drill






From stance with bat in hand, practice just the load, and check:
o Feet, front knee, hands, bat angle and posture
From stance, load and stride without swinging, and check:
o Stride direction and length
o Upper body movement
o Head and eyes
o Weight distribution from moving back to stop in the middle of the body
o Front foot and knee
o Balance and extra movement throughout
Experiment to find a combination of stance widths and stride lengths that is comfortable and balanced
If the bat becomes a distraction, can perform load and stride drills without a bat

The Swing
Beginners
Making contact with a strong, smooth swing and balance is the goal
 See the ball release from pitcher and watch all the way to the bat
o Key is to keep the head steady
 Timing and swing decision
o Help player with timing pitch → “start swing sooner”
o At stallion level, most pitches should be hittable so batter should be attempting to swing just about everything and not be
thinking too much about the strike zone
o At pinto level, see swing decision in Intermediate section
 Pivot feet to turn hips and shoulders
o Feet stay on ground and do not slide
 Swing to roughly match the plane of the pitch
o Avoid chopping down or upper cuts
 Follow through around body
 Maintain balance throughout
Intermediate





Swing decision
o Coach needs to explain the strike zone
 Player will need experience to develop a sense for when pitch will be in the strike zone or not
 For league play, strike zones may be enlarged to force kids to swing and not look for walks, and to keep games from
becoming a dull walk fest
o See the ball release and determine the speed and angle of pitch to decide whether to swing
o Batter should be expecting to swing at every pitch, then abort the swing if the pitch will be a ball
 Either yes, yes, yes or yes, yes, no
 Tell players to be hungry to hit the ball and not look for walks
Swing action initiated: starts near the time of the front foot landing and is initiated by rotating the hips and shoulders
Hip rotation
o The hip rotation is mostly generated by the combined action of the legs
o Front foot: lands on ball of foot softly, but the heel comes down hard
 Front foot remains planted and does not turn until after contact so as to not lose leverage
o Back foot: Back foot heal comes up when front foot heal comes down, and pivot on the ball of the back foot
o Front leg: straightens and firms through contact
 Front leg stops the forward momentum, provides an axis for rotation and keeps weight behind the ball
o Back knee: bends in toward the front leg
o Body weight: remains between the feet using the firmness in the front leg
 Keeps the body weight behind the ball at contact, maximizing power
 Losing firmness in the front leg results in a loss of bat speed and increases head movement, which makes it more
difficult to see the ball and keep the bat barrel on line with the pitch
o Hips: should not move upward as front leg straightens
 Keep back knee bent to keep hips from popping up
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Shoulder rotation
o Shoulder rotation is generated from the rotation of the hips and the muscles of the core
As hips and shoulders rotate, the bat is moved into position for the swing – putting the barrel of the bat on the same plane as
the pitch
o Back shoulder: angles down slightly
o Back elbow: moves down into or near the back side of the body
o Front elbow: remains bent
o Hands: move down mostly from the action of the elbow and shoulders
 The hands will move toward or away from the body slightly depending on whether the pitch is inside or outside
 The wrists remain mostly in the same position relative to the arms
o The bat is position and on the same plane as the pitch the moment when the knob of the bat is pointing at the ball
With the bat in position, the bat barrel is rotated into the hitting zone
o Top hand forcefully pushes forward, while the bottom hand provides an opposing “pulling” force
o Hips and shoulders lead in front of the hands
o Barrel matches the angle of the shoulders
o Back elbow: remains close to the body to provide maximum strength behind the barrel
o Front elbow: remains bent
o Head: steady
o Eyes: track ball to contact with the bat
At contact,
o Wrists: behind handle, with hand closest to knob palm down and hand closest to barrel palm up
o Back foot: on toes or slightly off the ground
o Back knee, back hip and head: in a straight line
o Head: in middle of the feet, forming a triangle that is strong and minimizes head movement
Finish after contact
o Arms: fully extend out toward pitcher
o Hands: kept on bat until extension and then wrists can roll over
o Front foot: Pivots open to a forward pointing position
o Shoulders: Complete rotation around body
o Knees never move outside of the feet
o Maintain balance

a)

Swing

b) Contact

c) Follow Through
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Common Swing Flaws





(a): Knee moving backward on load putting weight over back foot, lots of movement in the hands – moving up and flattening
the bat will make swing sequencing difficult
(b): Hands move down (hitch) with a big knee lift make getting to a proper launch position very difficult
(c): Shoulders have turned open before the hips, the back elbow is leading in front of the body (known as bat drag), bat angle off
plane of the pitch – it’s hard to hit the ball solid, if at all, in this position
(d): Weight over front knee and arms extended, leads to loss of power and bat speed
o This is more of a linear hitting style that can be successful in making contact, but also very weak contact

a)

b)

c)

d)

See Mike Trout’s and Joe Mauer’s batting form, which both closely match the technique described above.
Trout - www.youtube.com/watch?v=lX_dm39fkfw (or google “Mike Trout Hitting Mechanics Slow Motion Baseball Swing”)
Mauer – www.youtube.com/watch?v=NYAtN3HugNY (or google “Joe Mauer Slow Motion Best Baseball Swing in MLB - Hitting
Mechanics Video Clip Twins”)

Comments


Power and bat speed are generated from the ground up (transferring energy up the kinetic chain to use biomechanical lingo) from the legs, which are the strongest muscles in the body, to the mid-section and then to the arms



Keeping the back elbow near the body and behind the barrel of the bat is foundational to a great swing and can be one of the
most difficult aspects for kids to master. When kids are learning to just make contact, they will extend the elbow and their arms
to reach the bat to the ball. They don’t have the coordination to do otherwise.
It’s possible to make good contact extending the arms and a strong kid can still hit the ball with power. The problem is that the
bat barrel can go out of the plane of the pitch (making solid contact less likely), bat speed is slower (conservation of angular
momentum – yes physics, sorry about that) and much of the power generated by the legs and core goes out the window. The
players will not reach their potential.
Some kids will get there naturally and some will need their coordination to improve and have to work at it, especially if bad
habits have already been ingrained.



A swing that matches the plane/trajectory of the pitch has a slight upswing. Matching the plane improves the chance of hitting
the ball because the bat barrel is in the line of the pitched ball longer than a level or chop down swing. As a result, a slightly
early or slightly late swing has more opportunity for contact. Additionally, staying on plane keeps the wrists behind the ball,
providing more power.
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Drills











Hip rotation - perform without the bat in hand and focus on waist down (but still rotate the shoulders)
o From the front foot landing position (the position at the end of the stride) with the knees bent, get a feel for rotating hips
by straightening front leg and pivoting on the ball of the back foot
o Keys:
 Front foot: stays planted
 Front knee: straightens through the rotation
 Back knee: bends toward the front leg
 Body weight: stays centered
 Hips: not moving upward as front leg straightens
 If hips move up, legs need to be further apart or more bend in the back knee is needed
Moving bat into position – perform with bat in hand and focus on upper body
o Partially rotate hips and shoulder and move bat into position and stop without swinging when knob is pointing in the
direction of the pitch
o Keys:
 Back shoulder: angles down slightly
 Back elbow: moves down into or stays near the back side of the body, and does not move to middle of body
 Front elbow: remains bent
 Knob of the bat is pointing in the direction of the pitch
Perform again, except rotate further until bat is in the hitting zone and stop
o Can use a tee without a ball to mark the hitting zone
o Focus on the keys to hip rotation, moving bat in to position, and the following:
 Back elbow: remains close to the body and does not move to middle of body
 Front elbow: remains bent and not barred out
 Hands: are behind barrel, with hand closest to knob palm down and hand closest to barrel palm up, and the grip did
not loosen and move the knuckles out of position
 Back foot: on toes or slightly off the ground
 Back knee, back hip and head: in a straight line
 Head steady and eyes on hitting zone
 Head: in middle of the feet, forming a triangle that is strong and minimizes head movement
With a bat, combine the above with a full swing and finish
o Use a tee without a ball first, then perform swing with a ball
o Start in slow motion and speed up after 3 to 5 consecutive quality repetitions are performed: ¼ speed, ½ speed, ¾ speed,
full speed
o Slow motion video for full speed drills using an iPad, iPhone or other device is very helpful for the coach and player to see
what they are doing well and where improvement is needed
 Use the checklist below to quickly analyze the swing
o Focus on the above keys and finish keys:
 Arms: fully extend out toward pitcher
 Hands: kept on bat until extension
 Front foot: pivots to a forward pointing position
 Shoulders: complete rotation around body
 Balance maintained throughout
 Check grip at end of the swing to see if knuckles are shifting
Work on trouble spots using a tee and focusing on a small part of the swing in isolation
o Change tee height or stand at different distances from the tee to practice hitting the ball in each location
Soft toss drill - form can break down quickly when hitting a moving object
o Preference is for ball tosser to stand in front of or just off-center to batter
 To protect the ball tosser use a plastic or foam ball, or pitching screen
o Batter should use their game stance and swing (load, stride, swing and finish)
o Take a few tosses to get used to timing and release point
o Toss to different locations
o Don’t swing at bad tosses, practice taking bad pitches
o Work on problem areas and make adjustments
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Take batting practice - form can break down further with a pitch as timing and contact is more challenging
o Work towards just reacting to pitch without thinking about good form
Happy Gilmore/walk-through drill: good for hand-eye coordination and forces player to use legs and feel forward momentum
o With a ball on a tee, take regular stance (a)
o Without moving back foot, move the front foot next to the back foot (b), then without moving front foot, take a long step
straight back with the right foot and stop with hands in a stance position (c)
o From this position, reverse motion with hands in a stance position - long step forward with the front foot, back foot next to
front foot (d), then stride with front foot, plant front foot and swing (e)
o To get more momentum, try performing the drill starting from position (c) but further back and move forward with a
crossover step and a hop to the swing position (e)

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

Advanced












Swing decision will also be dependent on the situation (count, pitch location and type, runners on base, game score, pitcher’s
control) and the batter looking for a favorable pitch to hit
Swing does not start until the front foot has landed
o Stabilizes the swing
o Makes it easier to adjust to pitch speed and location
The hips start the swing slightly before the shoulders to apply more of rubber band effect to the upper body
Hitting pitches in different parts of the strike zone
o Inside – hands stay slightly closer to the body, shoulders open more relative to hips and contact is made further in front of
body
o Outside – hands move slightly further from body, shoulders are more closed relative to the hips and further back in the
swing
o Low – hands move slightly lower and back shoulder drops lower to keep the bat on plane with the pitch, not slicing down
and tilting hips, which will cutoff the rotation
o High – hands move slightly higher and shoulders more level to keep the bat on plane with the pitch
o In all cases, the hands do not move much and the knee bend is similar to keep the swing intact
Intentionally hitting to the opposite field hitting
o An inside-out swing where hands stay ahead of the bat barrel through contact, arms may never fully extend and wrists
remain unbroken after impact
o On pitches on the outside edge of the strike zone, hit to the opposite field – a pulled ball will often be hit off the end of the
bat and be a weak ground ball
Two strike hitting/avoiding the strike out
o Improve odds of contact by choking up on the bat an inch or so to make bat easier to control
o Expand strike zone and swing at pitches near the borderline of the strike zone to avoid getting called out on close calls
o Shorten the swing using more of an inside-out swing, which also gives batter a bit more time to see the ball, and don’t try to
pull the ball
Taking a pitch – generally, when is a good time to not swing
o On a 3-0 count – pitcher will need three strikes in a row to avoid a walk
o Pitcher struggling with control – don’t help the pitcher, wait for the pitcher to throw a strike
o Not swinging at first pitch gives batter opportunity to measure up the pitcher and make the pitcher work harder
o Early in the count or when ahead in the count, wait for a pitch you like (a good pitch location or pitch type) and avoid
pitches the batter struggles with
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Hitting off-speed pitches
o Players should be looking for the fastball, then recognize and adjust to other pitch types
 No way to catch up with the fastball if looking for another pitch
o Recognize off-speed pitch by looking for differences in the pitcher’s motion or arm speed, release point and the spin of the
ball
o Don’t change the swing or posture, change the timing of the swing
o Once recognized after the stride and as the front foot lands, keep the front heel up and front knee bent longer and keep
hips and hands back longer then take swing, a slight hesitation
o Keep weight from pushing the front knee above or past the front foot
o When ahead in the count, don’t swing at low or outside off-speed pitches, they are hard to hit solid

Mental Preparation







Use the time before a player bats to mentally prepare self to bat and scout the pitcher
From the bench:
o Get used to pitcher’s throwing motion and release point
o How fast is pitcher throwing?
 Don’t be concerned with hard throwers - the harder they throw, the harder they go out, just have to adjust timing
o Does pitcher have good control or are they missing high, low, left or right?
o Game pitches are more informative than warm-up throws so keep watching
o Ask teammates that have batted what they saw from a pitcher – speed, location, pitch types
o Does the pitcher tip the type of pitch they are going to throw?
o Watch and ask teammates, especially pitchers and catchers, what the umpire is calling for balls and strikes, such as high,
low, inside or outside
o Stretch muscles – arm circles, waist bends, legs and groin
o Have a helmet on when in-the-hole so ready to go to on-deck circle
From the on-deck circle:
o Loosen up with practice swings
o Take swings with pitch as if were batting in order to get timing – be at mid swing when the ball crosses the plate
Entering the batter’s box
o Picture the ball coming and visualize a successful swing
o Think positive – I know/I will see the ball, take a great swing and make solid contact
o Be ready to hit every pitch, look for a ball to hit and not looking for a walk
o Relax with a few light swings and breathe easy
o Don’t think about mechanics, see pitch and react, ignore the noise
o After see a pitch adjust timing of stride, if necessary
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Batting Checklist: What to Look For When Analyzing a Batter


Grip:
Correct hands on top and bottom, and hands are together
Middle knuckles in line

Stance:
Feet in line with pitcher, or gets in line during stride
Toes pointed straight across the batter’s box
Front foot depth in batter’s box: back half of plate
Distance from plate: able to cover outside part of the strike zone
Distance from front foot to back foot: feet wider than shoulders, combine with stride length
Knees bent
Weight centered between feet and slightly forward on balls of feet
Hands near armpit and 3-to 8 inches from body
Bat angle: knob pointing approximately toward catcher far foot

Load and Stride:
Knee does not lift higher than opposite thigh
Knee moves straight up or only slightly backwards
Steps directly at pitcher
Distance of stride: legs angled so weight stops in middle of body and hips can rotate without moving up
Head steady and minimal motion in hands, shoulders, hips and bat
(or “walk-away” from stationary hands)

Land with some bend in knees
Foot lands approximately half open toward pitcher
Weight stops moving forward when front foot lands and weight is in the center of the body

Swing:
Swing begins (ideally) after front foot lands or shortly before
(ideally) hips start rotating slightly before shoulders, then lower and upper body move together
Lower body:
Front leg straightens through contact
Front foot does not move until contact
Back foot pivots when open hips
Back knee stays adequately bent so hips don’t pop up
Weight remains in middle of the body; if weight too far forward, check length of stride

Upper Body:
Shoulders tilt, hands drop to angle knob of bat toward pitch
Back elbow drops into the back side of the body and remains close to the body
Front elbow slightly bent until after contact
Top hand forcefully pushes barrel through hitting zone
Bottom hand pulls to rotate bat so it is square to the pitch
Wrists behind handle, with hand closest to knob palm down & hand closest to barrel palm up
Eyes track ball to contact with bat

Finish:
Extend both arms toward pitcher, then bat completes swing around body
Hands on bat until extension
Front foot pivots to be pointing forward
Balance maintained through finish
12
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GENERAL THROWING
GUIDE

General Throwing
Get Body in Throwing Position
Beginner




Once the ball is caught, the glove hand and throwing hand move together and meet near the middle of chest
Exchange the ball from glove hand to throwing hand, gripping the ball with 2 fingers on top and the thumb on the
bottom side (or 3 fingers on top for small hands)
Move feet so the shoulders and hips are in line with the target, and the feet are perpendicular to the target

Intermediate





Move the glove hand and throwing hand together
into the middle of the chest, exchange the ball from
glove hand to throwing hand and establish a grip,
while moving the feet moving into position
o For consistency, try to always meet the hands in
the middle of the chest
o Grip the ball with 2 fingers on top and the
thumb on the bottom
Turn and plant the throwing side foot on the ground
perpendicular to target prior to the load
With the foot perpendicular to the target, the
shoulders, hips, ankles and knees will naturally turn
and align with the target (SHAK position) (b)

a) SHAK Position

Advanced


To keep throws from curving away from the target and maximize velocity, use a “4-seam” grip
o Top fingers grip across the top and bottom of the C part of the stitching (a)
o Have a space between the ball and the palm to minimize friction in the hand (b)

a)

b)
1



Pivoting the body into the SHAK position
o For right handers,
 hop up off of the left foot to lift the right foot and turn and land with the right foot perpendicular to the
target
 to get more momentum towards the target for a harder throw, crossover the right foot in front of the left
foot, and land the right foot perpendicular to the target
o Use the opposite feet for left handers

The Load and Stride
Beginner



Reach throwing hand back straight behind the head and point the glove hand at the target, forming a T with the
arms and the body
Lift the front foot and step directly at the target

Intermediate and Advanced







With back foot planted, lift the front foot to shift weight to the back foot (a)
o Front knee in front of the body and slightly closed to the target
o Back knee is bent to provide coiling action
o The weight moves back but the center of gravity stays between feet
Stride with the front foot directly at the target (b)
o Hips begin to move forward and open toward target, the shoulders remain in line with the target
While striding:
o Hands separate and swing out in equal and opposite directions to help keep balance and stay on line to target
 To keep arm action simple, hands separate even or just below the shoulders but not below the waist
 The front and back elbow lift at least as high as shoulders
 Palm of throwing hand facing backward and away from the body but not straight back
o The throwing-side elbow bends up so hand is lifted up higher than shoulders
At the end of the stride, the front foot lands on ball of the foot and with toe pointed forward or slightly closed to the
target, and the front knee is slightly bent (c)

a)

b)

c)
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Throw, Release and Follow Through
Beginner








Bend the throwing arm up and pull the throwing hand forward, while turning the shoulders and hips toward the
target
Keep the elbow at shoulder height throughout
Throwing hand does not angle toward ear
Release in front of the body
Throwing hand continues around body
Back foot follows through toward target
Momentum always moving toward target

Intermediate and Advanced








Pull throwing hand forward, leading with the elbow (a)
The throwing elbow remains as high as the shoulder line and until after release
The throwing forearm is perpendicular to the shoulder line or away from the head from the time the arm moves
forward through release, and the hand does not move toward the ear
Glove hand turns down and the front elbow bends and tucks into the back side of the body in order to provide a
turning force on torso
Continue to push off back foot until the back knee is fully extended
o Back foot will pivot as hips turn, and heel will come up
Release at a point just in front of the body (b)
o Fingers behind the ball at release
o Throwing hand is pointing toward target just after the release
To follow through,
o Throwing arm can then sweep down and across the body
o Back foot comes up off the ground and the back foot and leg then come forward in front of the body
o Momentum carries toward target (c)

a)

b)

c)

The most important lessons to be learned from the throwing guide are to get the back elbow at or above the line of
the shoulders when reaching back and keep the forearm angled perpendicular to the shoulder line or away from the
head during the motion forward It’s possible to throw a good ball violating these lessons, but doing so over the long
run could lead elbow and shoulder injuries and create a habit that is difficult to break
3

Other Advanced Techniques






Ways to speed the throw when necessary
o Catch the ball on the throwing side of the body
o Align the hips and shoulders with the target
prior to the ball being caught
o Catch the ball while moving toward the target
to generate early momentum
o Shift the weight to the throwing side foot by
pushing back with rather than hopping off the
glove side foot
o Don’t cock back as far behind the head and
throw from the side of the body
These techniques make fielding the ball cleanly
more difficult, the throw could lose accuracy and
velocity, and will require more body coordination,
balance and strength
o
For more velocity and longer throws, angle the
front shoulder up during reach back, have more
bend in the back knee, take a longer stride, and
keep shoulders closed until after foot land (a)

a)

Drills






Hands come together and break to arms in T position – do not use a ball
o Keys:
 Hands separate in equal and opposite directions
 Elbows are lifted at least as high as shoulder
Hands come together, grip ball and break
o Keys:
 Hands separate in equal and opposite directions
 Elbows are lifted at least as high as shoulder
Release drill (a)
o Isolate and get a feel for the arm position and
arm action at release
o Stand with feet and shoulders facing target
o Hold ball in throwing hand, place throwing arm
straight out from body with elbow bent up
o Glove hand holds throwing elbow in position
o Cock hand back, with elbow facing the target
and throw softly with elbow remaining in place

a) Release Drill
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Front facing throwing drill (a)
o Isolate upper body action and create the hipshoulder separation that generates power
o Drill stretches middle and is good for warm ups
o Stand with feet and shoulders facing target and
hands together with ball in hand
o Keep feet planted, turn shoulders in line with
target while breaking arms to T position
o Throw to target
o Keys:
 Throwing elbow is leading hand and
remains as high as the shoulder line
 Throwing forearm is perpendicular to the
shoulder line or away from the head, hand
does not move toward ear
a) Front Facing Drill



Rocker drill
o Drill is a good for warm ups – helps to find a throwing rhythm and get a feel for hard momentum toward the
target
o Players stand further away than regular warmups - at least the length of the base path away from each other
o Stand with feet and shoulders in line with target and hands together with ball in hand
 Feet as wide as stride
 Front foot pointed forward or partially closed
 Back foot perpendicular to target
o Rock forward - Shift weight to front foot by bending front leg and straightening back leg so the chest is over the
front knee (a)
o Rock backward - Then shift weight to back foot by bending back leg and straightening front leg so the chest is
over the back knee (b)
o Arms break into a T position (c)
o Rock forward - Shift weight forward again and throw to target (d)
o Good finish on the throw with back foot finishing in front of the body
o Keys:
 Stay linear to target
 Throwing elbow gets higher than the shoulder line and leads the hand on the throw
 Throwing forearm is perpendicular to the shoulder line or away from the head, hand does not move to ear
 Chest over the front knee with release
 Hard throw with momentum moving toward target

a) Rocker Drill

b)

c)
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d)





Footwork drill 1
o Feet square, slightly open or slightly closed to target:
 hop off front foot,
 turn shoulders and hips,
 land with weight over a back foot that is perpendicular to target and a bent back knee, and
 stride forward with front foot without throwing
o Repeat with hands starting together and then separating during the stride
Footwork drill 2
o With feet square, slightly open or slightly closed to target:
 take a short, first step toward the target with front foot by pivoting on pushing off the back foot,
 shuffle right foot toward the target in front of the left foot,
 land the right foot perpendicular to the target, and
 stride forward with front foot without throwing
o Repeat with hands starting together and then separating during the stride

6
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PITCHING GUIDE

Pitching
“Mental attitude and concentration are the keys to pitching.”
– Ferguson Jenkins, Hall of Fame pitcher
This guide teaches a basic pitching form that covers the fundamentals. There are many potential styles but
sticking close to the basics until the pitcher becomes advanced is recommended for providing consistent
results and avoiding long-term arm injuries.

Intermediate Player (Beginner Pitcher)

Grip


Place ball in glove and grip with the throwing hand using a 4-seam grip
o 2 fingers across the top of the letter C-like stitching and the thumb underneath (a)
o The grip should have space between the ball and the palm to minimize friction in the hand (b)
o The 4-seam grip maximizes velocity and travels straighter than other grips

a) 4-seam grip

b)

Starting Position






Pitching from the stretch is recommended for beginners
o It requires less body coordination and is easier to keep weight in balance than pitching from the wind-up
o When there is uneven ground in front of the rubber, getting the back foot in position from the wind-up without
slipping is extra difficult
Position on rubber
o If consistently missing left or right, change left-right position slightly to compensate
With the body relaxed, place the side of the back foot against the front side of the pitching rubber, the front foot in
a line toward the plate and establish the grip on the baseball
o After getting a grip, hands can be at the side or together
Move body into an athletic position – knees bent, feet spread approximately shoulder width apart, weight equally
distributed to the balls of both feet
o As move to the athletic position, hands are brought together meeting in the middle of the chest and stopping
(“coming set”)
o Front foot either stays in the same spot as the initial position or takes a small step back into the athletic position
1



Turn head and have the eyes fixed on the target
o Eyes remain on the target until release
o Pitcher should privately communicate where the catcher should place the glove for a target or pick an
alternative target such as the catcher’s chest, shin or mask

Starting Position

The Load






Shift weight to the back foot to load the hips and shoulders by lifting the front knee straight up or slightly away from
the target
o Knee lifts at least as high as the hip, but not so high as to lose balance
o Turning the knee too far back away from target will also make coordination and balance difficult
During the knee lift, maintain posture and the hands move up slightly
o The front foot remains under the knee or only slightly back from the knee, and not shooting backward away
from the plate
o Too much hand movement complicates coordination
o Back knee remains bent
o Eyes remain on target
Timing of when hands come together and how high hands move upward during the knee lifted can vary as pitchers
differ in how they find their rhythm. Generally, more motion complicates timing and balance.

Stride and Separation




After the knee reaches maximum high, begin stride by shifting weight forward
o Hips initially move forward without opening up to begin stride
The stride and hand separation occur at the same time
Stride
o Front knee moves down and then forward
 The back knee may bend more or stay the same depending on how bent is was during the load
 Back shoulder may angle down
o Front foot takes a long stride forward directly at the target
 A longer stride will relieve tension in the arm, making it easier to keep the throwing elbow up and shorten
the distance to the plate
 Stride needs to be short enough to maintain balance and allow for a landing with the front knee bent
o Drive off ball of back foot, and straighten back knee to transfer weight forward and generate power
o Hips begin to open, but shoulders remain closed longer to create hip-shoulder separation, which generates a
whip action and power during the throw
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Front foot land
o Front foot pointing at target or slightly closed
o Front knee slightly bent
o Weight is centered between feet at landing
Hand separation begins when stride begins
o Hands separate looping down, out and up in equal and opposite directions with the thumbs down
 This motion and hand position helps to maintain balance, stay on line to the target and keep the shoulders
closed
o Hands loop continues until both front and back elbows are as high as the shoulders
 Both thumbs remain down until hands are nearly as high as the shoulders to help maintain body alignment
o The back elbow bends so the back hand is higher than the elbow and the palm is facing between 3rd baseman
and shortstop
 Palm should not be facing second base, this stresses the arm and (for the advanced pitcher) makes it
impossible to pronate the hand on release
o The front elbow is straight out from body with the glove pointed out or turned down
o Forward arm motion does not begin until front foot land

Stride and Separation
The throwing hand needs to be above and elbow even with the shoulder line by the time of the front foot landing to
avoid what’s called the inverted W or inverted L, which is thought to cause arm injuries over the long-term
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Throw and Release







After front foot lands, the front knee straightens, hips open fully, shoulders begin to rotate using the front leg as an
axis, the back foot begins to pivot and the throwing hand starts forward
The throwing hand pulls forward with the elbow leading and the fingers directly behind the behind the ball (a)
The throwing elbow remains as high as the shoulder line and the throwing forearm remains straight up or away from
the head as the hand moves forward and until release, hand does not move toward the ear
Glove hand turns down and the front elbow tucks down past the glove side hip to provide a turning force on the
torso
After the back foot completes its pivot, the back heel comes up off the rubber
Release at a point just in front of the body (b)

a) Throw…

b) …and Release

The most important lessons to be learned from the pitching (and throwing) guide are to get the back elbow at or
above the line of the shoulders when reaching back and keep the forearm angled perpendicular to the shoulder line
or away from the head during the motion forward It’s possible to throw a good ball violating these lessons, but doing
so over the long run could lead elbow and shoulder injuries and create a habit that is difficult to break
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Follow Through





Bend at the waist
Throwing hand finishes around the front knee
Back foot comes up over the waist and finishes in front of the front foot, indicating that momentum is not stopped
prematurely (a)
Bend knees and get to a ready position for fielding (b)

a)

b)

Advanced


Pitching from the wind-up
o Can help some pitchers get in a rhythm and potentially generate more power
o The wind-up adds motion and is more complicated, so it could reduce pitcher control
o Should never pitch from wind-up when the base in front of runners on first or second is open because it gives
the runner much more time to steal
o To pitch from the wind-up:
 Place the heels of both feet on the rubber and the toes over the front of the rubber
 With knees bent, take a short step with the glove-side foot to the side or back of the rubber while keeping
the weight centered between feet or mostly over the throwing arm-side foot
 Minimize long side-to-side movements, which make it more difficult to manage the position of the
weight when rotating to the SHAK position
 After stepping, rotate on the ball of the throwing side foot and place that foot against the front side of the
rubber to be perpendicular to the target
 Transfer weight back to the throwing side leg and rotate hips around the throwing side leg
 The weight transfer and position of the throwing side foot will, at least for a moment, naturally align
shoulders, hips, ankles and knees in line with the target (SHAK position)
 Lift front knee and continue as would from the stretch position
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Grip variations
o 2-seam fastball - 2 fingers on or parallel to narrow stitching, with thumb underneath on seam (a)
 This will provide some movement on the pitch if thrown hard enough but can also cause the ball to tail away
from the intended target

2-Seam Fastball
o

3-finger change - 3 fingers with any comfortable grip and the ball back against palm (a and b)
 More skin contact on the ball results in friction that slows the ball out of the release
 Pitcher needs adjust the release point for more drop on the pitch
 Must use the same delivery (motion and speed) as the fastball and not fiddle in glove finding the grip in
order to avoid tipping the pitch to the batter

3-Finger Change




Position on rubber
o If consistently missing left or right, change left-right position slightly to compensate
o If control is not an issue, standing closer to the throwing side of the rubber (right side for right handers, left side
for left handers) will conceal the ball to the batter longer
Hip-shoulder separation
o Turn the hips and shoulders back further during the front knee lift
o As hips move forward, angle the back shoulder down and keep them angled down until just before front foot
landing
o Keep the shoulders closed until foot landing to maximize hip-shoulder separation
o More hip-shoulder separation creates more potential shoulder rotation and arm speed, but requires more core
flexibility, balance and coordination
See Justin Verlander’s pitching form, which closely matches the technique described above
www.youtube.com/watch?v=mbVQc2gYjFQ (or google “justin verlander slow motion”)
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Drills









Refer to the general throwing guide for other basic throwing drills – release drill, front facing drill, and rocker drill
Knee lift - balance
o Come set, lift the front knee and hold for 5 seconds
o Keys:
 Eyes on the target
 Knee lifts at least as high as the hip, straight up or slightly way from the target
 Back knee remains bent
 Hands steady
 Maintain posture and balance
Hand separation drill
o In an athletic position with hands together, practice hand separation to cock arm without moving the feet, and
with the hand stopping in position to throw
o Keys:
 Hands loop down, out and up in equal and opposite directions with the thumbs down
 Front and back elbows are as high as the shoulders
 At its highest point, the palm is facing between 3rd baseman and shortstop
 Front elbow is straight out from body with the glove pointed out or turned down
Stride initiation
o Stand approximately 6 inches from a fence
o Practice knee lift and movement forward with hip
o Fence catches the body with the side of the hip against the fence
Stride drill
o Come set, lift the front knee, stride and separate hands, and stop without throwing
o Keys:
 All of the keys from knee lift and hand separation drills
 Front knee moves down and then forward
 Back knee bent
 Long stride forward directly at the target
 Shoulders remain closed
 Front foot lands pointing at target or slightly closed
 Weight is centered between feet at landing
 Front knee slightly bent
 Throwing hands need to be at or above the shoulders at the time of the front foot landing
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Pitching Checklist: What to Look For When Analyzing a Pitcher


Basic Grips:
4 seam - 2 fingers across wide stitching (C), thumb underneath on seam
2 seam - 2 fingers on or parallel to narrow stitching, thumb underneath on seam
3 finger change - 3 fingers with any comfortable grip, ball back against palm
Back foot against rubber, front foot in line to target
if wind-up, short step to side or back, weight and head stay on the side of the throwing foot
Athletic position - knees bent, feet shoulder width apart, weight on balls of feet
Hands meeting together in the middle of chest
Eyes on the target

Front Knee Lift:
 at least as high as hip
 straight up or slightly away from the target
 front foot under the knee or slightly back, but not shooting back
 maintain posture
Back knee remains bent
Hands relatively steady until separation
Hips move forward, without opening immediately, to begin the stride
Stride and hand separation occur at the same time

Stride and Land:
Long stride forward
Stride directly at target, extending back leg
Shoulders remain mostly closed until foot land (if player is capable)
Foot lands with foot pointing toward or slightly closed to target
Land with front knee slightly bent
Weight centered between feet at landing

Hands Separate:
Hands loop down, out and up in equal and opposite directions with thumbs down
Both elbows reach shoulder height
Back elbow bends so hand is higher than shoulder line
Hand is above and elbows even with the shoulder line by the time of front foot landing
Throwing palm is facing between 3rd baseman and shortstop at highest point
Front elbow is straight out from body with the glove pointed out or turned down
Forward arm motion does not begin until front foot land

After Front Foot Lands:
Front leg straightens
Hips open fully
Shoulders and back foot begin rotation

Throwing Arm:
Elbow leading hand
Elbow remains at shoulder line or slightly above
Throwing forearm remains straight up or away from the head, hand does not move toward the ear
Fingers stays behind ball
While shoulders turn, glove hand turns and front elbow drives down past hip

Follow Through:
Bend at the waist
Throwing hand finishes around front knee
Back foot comes up over waist, moves forward and finishes in front of the front foot
Bend knees and get to a ready position for fielding

8
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FIELDING A BATTED BALL
GUIDE

Fielding a Batted Ball
Ready Position
Beginner




Face batter
Feet shoulder length apart and knees bent
Elbows bent and hands in front of body, but not resting on knees or legs (a)

Intermediate




Feet shoulder length apart, knees bent but loose, weight on balls of feet (a)
o Elbows bent and hands in front of body
o Infielders have more bend in knees, back is straight, hands lower and partially open in front
Eyes focused in the strike zone
As the ball is pitched, use a tiny (creep) steps forward to keep weight on balls of the feet (b and c)
o It’s easier to move, when not at a stand-still because the body is loose
o Creep steps on every pitch helps keep the fielder engaged in the action

a) Ready Position

b) Creep Step

c) Creep Step Completion

1

Move to Ball
Beginner



See the pitch hit the bat and move quickly to the ball
Try to get in position to field the ball in front of the body

Intermediate








See the pitch hit the bat and react to where the ball is going
o Experience is needed to develop a quick reaction time
o Use ears to sense how solid the ball is hit – a loud, solid sounding smash or a weak ping
o Balls hit on the solid part of the bat (the middle of the barrel) are hit harder and will travel faster and farther
Move quickly and take the shortest angle possible to cut the ball off without the ball getting passed the fielder, error
on the side of too big of an angle
o Charge slow rolling ground-balls
If time allows, try to get in position to field the ball in front of the body and gain body control
o Easier to see the ball into glove and make an adjustment
o Better position to throw the ball
o If a ground ball is misplayed, the body can be used as a backstop to keep the ball from rolling further away and
to keep alive the possibility of getting an out
On flyballs, anticipate where the ball will land and get to the spot quickly, do not coast to the spot
o Getting to the spot early provides more time to get in the body in position to make the catch, a quick throw, and
adjustments if the ball was misjudged or starts curving in the air from the wind or ball spin
Footwork
o When moving just a few feet left or right, use a shuffle step
o When moving much more than one step left or right, start with a crossover step
o To move at more than a small angle backwards, start with a drop-step with the ball side foot and then crossover
step with the other foot
 Avoid running backwards - running backwards, causes eyes to bounce making tracking the ball more difficult
and can makes it harder to keep balance
 Try to maintain eye contact with ball by looking over shoulder
 If ball will clearly be over an outfielders head (and there is no outfield fence), it’s OK to take eyes off the ball
and sprint back

Advanced






Move to field ground balls so they reach the player just a few inches behind the hop (short-hop) or at the back half
of the hop (long-hop). Fielding the ball between these points on the “in-between” hop is difficult because it’s hard to
judge whether the ball will bounce high or stay low.
o Easier to see the hops by being just to the side of the line of the ball
o Not always possible to choose a hop because of the speed of the ball
Balls hit closer to the foul lines, tend to tail further away from the middle of the field
Low line drives can sink, so be prepared to play the ball off a bounce
On flyballs in the sun, shield eyes by holding the glove up to block the sun and keep eyes on the ball
o If the sun is directly over the batter, player can try to set up a little bit left or right of the batter
o If ball travels directly through the sun, move body and line of sight to the side to change the angle of approach
and wait for ball to appear out of the sun
o Shout for help if necessary, so other players with a better angle can either call for it or move to back up the play
2

Fielding the Ball
Beginner


For ground balls:
o Stay on feet
o Bend knees to keep hands low
o Tip of the glove on the ground and glove palm facing the ball (a)



For flyballs
o Most beginners cannot consistently catch flyballs
o Glove over glove side shoulder with the face of the glove open in the direction of the ball and the glove fingers
pointed back
 Having glove over shoulder helps vision and gets the face out of the way of a misplayed ball
 Beginners have the tendency to try to catch flyballs basket style (glove fingers facing forward with the palm
up) making hand-eye coordination more difficult and risking the ball bouncing off glove into the face
 Watch the ball into the glove, or scoop balls on the ground into the glove with two hands (b)

a) Fielding Ground Balls

b) Fielding Fly Balls
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Intermediate









As a ground ball approaches (a above):
o Open glove before setting feet
o Feet more than shoulder width apart and square to the ball or throwing-side foot slightly further back
o Weight forward on balls of feet
o Knees bent with the chest angled down (not upright) and butt back (not down) to get the eyes closer to the ball
and keep the hands down
 Butt down implies a more upright position
 With the chest down, the chest rather than the chin can be used to block a misplayed ball
o Keep hands low with both arms extended in front of eyes, not under or behind the chin, with slightly bent
elbows
 Easier to have hands low and move them up if ball bounces high, than to have hands high and move them
down if ball stays low
 Keeping hands low also keeps arms in position to block the ball if the ball is not fielded cleanly
 If hands are too high, a misplayed ball will go through the fielder’s legs with no chance for recovery
 Tip of the glove on the ground and glove palm facing the ball
 Throwing hand above the glove and fingers tips up
 Able to use hand to secure the ball
 Allows for quicker ball transfer
 Fingers tips up to prevent injury
o Groundballs in outfield – critical for the outfielder to block all balls from getting by them
 Dropping the throwing-side knee near the ground makes it easier to block the ball, but it will take longer to
make a throw
o When charging the ball, move down and up gradually like airplane landing and takeoff, not a quick up and down
like a helicopter
Flyballs (b above)
o Hands above the shoulder and slightly to glove side, with the face of the glove open in the direction of the ball
and the glove fingers back
 Making a basket catch is only appropriate when charging and reaching forward on a quickly, dropping fly ball
Watch the ball into the glove
Catch the ball at the bottom of the glove webbing (the pocket), where it is most likely to stick
Use throwing hand to close the glove or trap the ball for added ball security
o Catching with one hand is OK if the catch is made by reaching outside the width of the body for the ball
Cushion the catch of ground balls by bringing the hands into to the belt area (called funneling)

Advanced



Field the ball just left of center for right handers and right left of center for left handers
o When the ball is fielded across the body, the arms become extended limiting the ability to adjust to the ball and
the glove can turn out of the ideal position
Field with glove side foot slightly forward to set up for a quicker throw
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Forehand or backhand ground balls when moving sideways and don’t have time to get body fully in front of the ball
o Forehand type 1 – closer to the body (a)
 Glove side foot is on ball side of body and ball side foot behind body
 Rotate the glove to open the glove face to the ball
 Chest down, glove low in front of glove side foot
 Sweep hand toward direction of the ball, but don’t flick the wrist
 After the catch, push off glove side foot to shift weight to the throwing side foot for the throw
o Forehand type 2 – ball is further away or can’t get throwing side foot in front of the body in time (b)
 Throwing side foot is crossed over body and on ball side of body, glove side foot is behind the body
 Rotate the glove to open the glove face to the ball
 Reach as far as possible toward ball for the catch
 After the catch, take a step with glove side foot and push off or shuffle step to shift weight to throwing side
foot for the throw (b)

a) Forehand Type 1
o

o

b) Forehand Type 2

Backhand type 1 – closer to the body (a)
 Throwing side foot is on ball side of body and glove side foot behind body
 Rotate the glove (from the fielder’s perspective) to open the glove face to the ball
 Chest down, glove low in front of throwing side foot
 Sweep hand toward direction of the ball, but don’t flick the wrist
 After the catch, push off throwing side foot to lift body into a throwing position
Backhand type 2 – ball is further away or can’t get throwing side foot in front of the body in time (b)
 Glove side foot is crossed over body and on ball side of body, throwing side foot is behind the body
 Rotate the glove (from the fielder’s perspective) to open the glove face to the ball
 Reach as far as possible toward ball and sweep hand toward direction of the ball, but don’t flick the wrist
 After the catch, take a step with throwing side foot and push off to lift body into a throwing position

a) Backhand Type 1

b) Backhand Type 2
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Drills
Beginner






Ground balls
o Line up players across from coach
o Have coach roll grounders directly at each player
o After player shows progress, roll grounders to the left, to the right and do slow rollers that should be charged
o Keys:
 Start in ready position
 Move quickly to get in front of the ball
 Hands low
 Field in front of the body
 Tip of the glove on the ground and glove palm facing the ball
 Watch ball into glove
Fly balls
o Line up players across from coach
o Have coach soft toss balls to come down over the players glove-side shoulder, and not over face or throwing
side
 Only throw balls that force the player to move if the player shows they can catch the ball fairly consistently;
players should still try to catch the ball over the glove-side shoulder
o Keys:
 Start in ready position
 Hands move above the chest when the ball is tossed
 Face of the glove is open in the direction of the ball with the glove fingers pointed back
 Watch ball into glove
Combine catching with throwing drills

Intermediate and Advanced




Use carioca step drills to warm up the hips and improve foot coordination
o Line up players along first base line facing home plate
o From the athletic position, crossover step left foot in front of right foot then step to the right with right foot to
an athletic position
o Going in the same direction, crossover step left foot behind right foot then step to the right with right foot to an
athletic position
o Repeat motion for the length of baseline, then facing the same direction return to the original baseline except
the right foot will lead with a crossover step
Practice getting in a ready position, moving in different directions using the various types of steps (shuffle left and
right, crossover step left and right, drop step and crossover left and right, charging) and the approach to the ball for
grounders and flyballs. Have players mimic coach performing steps in random order.
o Keys:
 Ready position – athletic position with hands in front of body and taking creep steps
 Steps – is player coordinated with control and balance
 Ground ball approach – get low and butt back as approach spot of the catch, athletic position, flat back,
hands in front, glove open and touching ground, and throwing hand above glove with fingers up
 Flyball approach – move to spot, call “Mine!”, square body to ball with hands up, glove just left of center for
right handers (right of center for left handers)
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Roller drills - two equal number of players line up facing each other and roll ball back and forth to each other, focus
is on hand and body position and less on catching the ball
o Short roller to player on knees without glove and with a tennis ball or other soft ball
 Put a line dirt or use grass line and practice fielding ball out in front with hands in proper position
 Roll ball or one small bounce to player at various spot between the knees
o Same drill with player standing and longer rolling balls that are within one step left or right of player, so the
player can shuffle to the ball
o Same drill with longer rolling balls that require crossover steps, drop steps and charging
Repeat player standing drills with glove and a regular baseball, and practice funneling ball to belt area
Combine drills with ball transfers and throws
Fly ball drills
o Lob toss over left shoulder, right shoulder
o Use of proper footwork to path to ball & call “Mine!”
 When moving back to catch a fly ball, the players first step should be a drop step
Forehand and backhand ground ball drills
o Practice each type of forehand and backhand play with one knee on ground - practice catching short slow rollers
using a sweeping motion
o Repeat with knee up
o Repeat drill with longer ground balls
o Repeat combined with getting in a throwing position
Short hop drill
o Player in fielding position without glove and glove hand low, drops the ball in front of them self and practices
scooping the ball immediately after the ball hits the ground
o Player in fielding position with glove, another person soft-tosses the ball with an arc to bounce in front of the
fielder. Fielder moves forward, gloves the ball immediately after the ball hits then ground, then gets into a
throwing position.
Game – Ground ball survivor
o All players in one line
o Each player in order must field a grounder and make a good throw to the (coach) first basemen or catcher
o Fielder is out, if they do not make a clean catch and throw and the following player makes a clean play;
otherwise they stay in
 (Optional) Fielder can get one grace play if they get a tough hop, but keeps the ball in front of them
o Winner is the last fielder to not be out
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FIELDING PLAYS GUIDE

Fielding Plays
Pre-Pitch Preparation
Beginner
Fielders must know where they will throw the ball before the batter swings in order to make quick decisions and make the correct
play
 Which bases have force outs and at which bases will a tag be required?
 Who is covering each base when a ball is hit to any of the infielders?
 Who should the ball be thrown to after fielding a hit ball?
 On balls to any of the outfielders, which player or base should the ball be thrown to?

Intermediate and Advanced (unless denoted)







Fielders must know their assignment and the other fielder’s assignment in each situation before the pitch is thrown in order to
make quick decisions and make the correct play
Players should also be communicating with each other before and during a play so that they are moving in coordination and
making correct decisions
Know the following:
o What is the game situation – outs, score, and occupied bases?
o Which bases have force outs and at which bases will a tag be required?
o Who is covering each base when a ball is hit to any of the infielders?
o Who should the ball be thrown to after fielding a hit ball?
o On balls to any of the outfielders, who is the cut-off and who covers each base?
o Where and when do I have a backup assignment?
o Know the hitter – how hard do they hit it, do they tend to hit to left or right side, how fast do they run?
o Know the runners on base – how fast are they, how aggressive are they in going to the next base?
Help the pitcher’s confidence with some positive chatter
o Do not make any remarks directed at the batter (or anyone on the opposing team), it’s unsportsmanlike
Always have an attitude that I expect and want the ball to be hit to me on every pitch

Infield Assignments
Beginner







Pitcher: Fields ground balls in front of the line between the pitcher’s mound and first or third base
First basemen: Fields ground balls that the pitcher or second basemen can’t field, otherwise cover first base
Second basemen: Fields any ground ball past the pitcher and to the first base side of second base
o Cover a force out at second base on ground balls to third base side of infield
Shortstop: Fields any ground ball past the pitcher on the third base side that the third baseman can’t field
o Cover a force out at second base on ground balls to the pitcher or to the first base side of infield
Third baseman: Fields ground balls on the third base side that the pitcher doesn’t field
o Cover a force out at third base on ground balls they do not field
Priority at the beginner level is generally who can get to the ball first, but players should not be fielding balls hit directly or
nearly directly at other fielders
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Intermediate and Advanced (unless denoted)









Pitcher
o Fields ground balls in front of the line between the pitcher’s mound and first or third base
o (Advanced) moves to cover first on any ground ball on the first base side that they do not field
First basemen
o Fields ground balls that the pitcher or second basemen can’t field, otherwise cover first base
Second basemen
o Fields any ground ball past the pitcher and to the first base side of second base
o Back up ground balls fielded by first basemen or the pitcher on first base side of mound
o Cover a force out at second base on ground balls to third base side of infield
o (Advanced) Cover first base on ground balls that the first baseman has fielded too far from first base to beat the batter to
the base, and the pitcher has not covered first
o (Advanced) Covering second on steal of second depends on the situation (which varies) and should be communicated with
the shortstop prior to the pitch
Shortstop
o Fields any ground ball past the pitcher on the third base side that the third baseman can’t field
o Cover a force out at second base on ground balls to the pitcher or to first base side of infield
Third
o Fields ground balls on the third base side that the pitcher doesn’t field
o Cover a force out at third base on ground balls they do not field

Fielder Priority
Beginner






When fly balls are hit between fielders, communication is critical for avoiding collisions and injury
Learning priority is too complicated at lower levels, so the first player to shout “Mine!” has priority
Fielders should not call for the ball, until the ball begins to descend because fielders may have misjudged the ball if call earlier
Other fielders must give room to whoever calls to make the play
Fielders need to listen as well as watch

Intermediate and Advanced










When the ball is hit between fielders, who should catch it is determined by priority and is accompanied by communication
o Critical for avoiding collisions and improving the chance of getting an out
o The fielder with priority should not call for balls hit directly or nearly directly at other fielders
o Fielders must give room to the priority fielder and be in position to back up the play
Fielder calling to make the play shouts “Mine! Mine! Mine!” loudly, rather than “I Got It”;
o Mine is one word and easier to understand
o Call for the ball as the ball begins to descend – fielders may have misjudged the ball if call earlier
Fielder should yell another fielders name or “Help!” if can’t get to a ball or has misjudged a play they called for
Fielders need to listen as well as watch
Ideally, fielders would be calling out which fielder should make the play, as calls from the bench can cause confusion
o At lower levels of play, the coach can call out the fielder because young players may not be good at communicating
o Nearby teammates can acknowledge whose play it is by shouting the caller’s name, providing confidence to the caller that
it’s their play
Ground ball priority – given to the fielder moving toward first base, unless making a force out at second or third base
o Third basemen over catcher, pitcher and shortstop
o Shortstop over pitcher and second baseman
o Second baseman over first baseman
o Pitcher over second basemen and first baseman
o Catcher over pitcher and first baseman
o Outfielder priority is generally who can get to the ball first, but outfielders need to communicate
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Fly ball priority
o Center fielder over left and right fielders – centerfielder is the outfield captain
o Outfielder over infielders – it’s easier to make a catch moving forward than moving backward
o Shortstop over all infielders – shortstop is the infield captain and has a better angle than third baseman
o Second basemen over first basemen – second basemen has a better angle than the first baseman
o The standard at higher levels is for the pitcher and catcher to defer to all other fielders, with catcher over pitcher, because
the pitcher has a mound to contend with
 At lower levels, the pitcher tends to be one of the better fielders. As such, communicate to the team that the pitcher
has priority over any play they call for that is in front of the line between first and third base.

Ball in Play
Beginner, Intermediate and Advanced








Fielder must recognize and react quickly, moving to field the batted ball, cover a base, or back up a play
When covering a base, visually locate the base and move quickly to it
Foot placement will depend on whether there is a force out or a tag will be required
Turn and look for the fielder making the throw
Take an athletic position with the knees bent
Provide a target and wait for the throw
Be sure to make the catch, watching the ball into the glove, and keep the foot on the base if it is a force out play

Covering Base for a Force Out
Intermediate and Advanced


Set feet with an athletic position and look at the fielder making the throw
o Knees bent feet slightly wider than the shoulders
o Throwing side foot – place on heal over the edge of the base closest to direction of the throw, and the toe on the ground
o Glove side foot – toward the direction of the throw, but not extended out
o Do not step and extend glove toward throw until the throw is released in order to see the direction of the throw and know
how the throw will be played
o Provide a target with glove in out in front of the middle of the chest
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a) Covering Base for a Force Out
Identify the location of the throw and move accordingly:
o If the throw will easily beat the runner and the throw is on target, keep feet and shoulders square to the throw to see the
ball better
o If the play will be close, step with the glove side foot, and reach with the glove as far as can at the shortest angle possible to
catch the throw and keep the foot connected to the base (b)
 Realize that the longer the stride, the lower the height of the reach

b)
o

For off-target throws:
 High throws – keep feet closer together to maximize upward reach or bend knees and jump up over the base, if
necessary
 If receiver knows they will not be able to catch it by jumping, move behind the base for a better angle or to
retrieve the overthrow
 Low throws, try to extend to catch the ball before it bounces or on the short-hop
 (advanced) For short-hops, pick the bounced ball by keeping glove open and moving toward the throw
 If a low throw cannot be caught on the short-hop, it is difficult to know whether the ball will bounce high or stay low.
Like fielding a ground ball, keep both hands and arms low and use arms and the body to block the ball. Attempt to
keep a foot on the base, if possible (c).
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c)


Move if not able to catch it while keeping a foot on the base
 Critical to keep the ball in front of the receiver to prevent runners from taking extra bases

Drill





Practice finding base, setting feet and providing a target
Practice stretch on throws in various directions and some wild throws using short, soft throws
Put first 2 drills together moving quickly, and use longer, harder throws
Toss drill: Practice short distance throws with slow, underhand tosses to the bases after fielding a slow roller
o Slower is easier to catch, and quicker to release than throws with a full throwing motion

Ground Ball Double Play – Second Base to First Base
Advanced








Rule 1: Be sure to get one out
o Don’t prematurely take foot off of the base
o Make sure the ball is secure in the glove before transferring the ball to the throwing hand
Rule 2: Don’t throw the ball away at first base
o Avoid unnecessary risk by only throwing to first if have a good chance of getting the batter out
o Allowing batter to get to second base on an overthrow negates the force out made at second base and could allow other
runners to score
o Be quick but under control
o In the ball transfer to the throwing hand, get a good grip and set feet in alignment with first base before throwing the ball
Generally, second basemen, shortstop and third basemen should be right handed throwers, because left handed players have to
turn their body around to align for a throw to first which takes up critical time
In situations where team is looking to make a double play, 2nd basemen and shortstop need to position themselves closer to
second base prior to the pitch
The play
o Second basemen - Set up in an athletic position with the left foot on the third base (preferred) or right field edge of base
and right foot on the ground to the left field side of the base (feet and shoulders aligned with first base)
o Shortstop - Set up in an athletic position with the right foot on the right field (preferred) or third base edge of base, left foot
on the ground to the right field side of base
 Less optimal, but could also possible set up feet like the second basemen
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o
o
o
o

Provide a target with throwing hand near glove
Transfer weight to right foot just before the throw arrives
Make catch with foot on the base
While transferring ball to throwing hand, lift left foot and step toward first base and throw
 To avoid getting slid into, do not step back onto second base or to the first base side of second base

Drill




Start drills at a slow speed, then speed up as fielder get comfortable
With ball in glove, move to base, set up feet, transfer weight while transferring ball to throwing hand and get into a throwing
position (but don’t throw ball)
Practice full play with a soft toss – move to base, set up feet, transfer weight, catch, transfer ball, get into throwing position and
throw

Covering Base for a Tag Out
Intermediate and Advanced



Straddle base so the toes are facing the direction of runner
o To avoid injury from contact with the runner, do not place a foot in front of, on or behind the base
Bend knees and give a target with the glove low and over the edge of the base that the runner is approaching (a)

a)


Don’t stretch forward to the ball to catch it - wait for ball to come to you
o The tag can be applied quicker by waiting for the ball because stretching toward the throw increases the distance the arm
must move back to apply the tag and the speed of the throw is faster than the speed of moving the arm back
o The exception is if the thrown ball is off target, then catching the ball is the priority to prevent runners from advancing
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Be sure have the ball in glove before applying the tag
Applying the tag
o Place glove slightly (less than an inch) above the ground between the base and the front of the foot (hand if runner is
diving), follow glove to the direction of foot (hand) is moving while keeping the glove low to the ground (b)
 Do not swipe across – could miss if timing is off
 Do not tag the ankle, leg, wrist, arm or other part of the body – the foot (hand) will be under the tag and the runner
will be safe (c)

b) Good tag
c) Bad tag
To avoid injury,
 Do not put head down and in the line of a collision
 Tag with the back of the glove, not with the tips of the fingers
 Allow the glove to be pushed back by the runner’s foot
o To secure the ball, squeeze the glove tightly or use two hands if able and allow the glove to be pushed back
If the ball will arrive well before the runner, catch the ball and step up the base path to where the runner could not slide and
still make it to the base
o The runner may try to avoid a tag by going back to the previous based, duck under a tag or run around the tag
o The runner is required to avoid contact but they don’t always do so, so do not stand square to the runner to protect self
from injury
o Take an athletic position, hold the ball with the throwing hand inside the glove for security and target applying the tag at
belt level, with the back of the glove and allow the glove be pushed back by the runner
o If the runner tries to move away from the tag, move feet to be sure to stay between the runner and the base
o



Drill



Practice setting up for throws coming from different angles, making the catch and applying a tag at the base and tags up the
base
Repeat with a runner sliding to the base and with a runner up the base

Catching Throws on Relays
Intermediate and Advanced





On hits to the outfield, the cutoff is the shortstop for balls left of center and is the second basemen for balls to the right of
center
o (advanced) First basemen and third basemen can be used as cutoffs on hits to the outfield when the throw will be to the
plate, and be positioned inside the base paths
Catcher (or coach at the lower levels) calls base for the throw, cutoff fielder repeats the call to the outfielder
Cutoff fielder sprints to a spot that is in a direct line between the outfielder and the base being thrown to
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o Distance to outfielder depends on how far the outfielder can throw without a big arc
o First priority is to catch the outfielder throw, preferably in the air
If outfielder can make a long throw to the base without a relay, the cutoff fielder should still position closer to the thrower for a
cutoff
Fielders covering the target base needs to communicate if the cutoff fielder:
o is not in alignment,
o should cut and throw to the base where there is a play, or
o should cut and hold the ball if there is no play at any base
To speed the relay, the cutoff player should set up for the catch with their shoulders pre-aligned with the target base
Avoid throws where there is no play, the extra throw could be off-line and allow runners to advance

Drill




With ball in glove, practice cutoff set up and ball transfer
Practice full play – call base, find spot, set up, catch, transfer and throw
Practice with cut off and either a hold or a throw to alternate base
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Backing up plays







Regardless of where the ball is hit, fielders can serve as a backup for misplayed hits and throws so they need to stay engaged in
the action and not become spectators
Positioning
o Backup should move quickly to position themselves behind the fielder making the play, in line with the direction of the ball
or slightly to the side of the fielder so their view of the ball is not blocked
o The distance from the fielder takes some judgement based on the velocity and flight path of the ball
 Move further back on faster moving balls and line drive balls that can sail high
 Move closer on slower moving balls and high fly balls
The opportunities to back up plays are vast, but here are a few to highlight:
o Unless an infielder has responsibility to cover a base, they can back up the fielders near their area
o Shortstop or second base when stealing is permitted – throws from catcher back to pitcher after every pitch
o Catcher can run down the first base line to backup throws to first base on ground ball outs
o Pitcher – throws from outfield on plays at second, third or home
o Outfielders - all infield ground balls to their side of the field
o Outfielders – all balls hit to outfielders next to them
o Right fielder - throws to first base on ground ball outs and pickoff moves, throws to second from the third basemen or
shortstop
o Centerfielder - throws to second from the catcher or pitcher, such as on steals and pickoff moves
o Leftfielder – throws to third on steals, throws to second from the first basemen or second basemen
Outfielders can cover open bases in rundown situations

Rundowns
Intermediate and Advanced












Rundowns occur when a runner is too far off a base to easily go forward or backward safely when a fielder on or near the edge
of the infield has the ball
o Unlike most baseball plays, rundowns are dynamic and require quick thinking and reaction time
Priority is to not allow the runner to advance to the forward base
The defense must have fielders located in front of and behind the runner
o Other fielders (can be an infielder or outfielder) need to backup each base and get involved in the run down if more than
one throw is made
o Goal is to make no more than one throw
Unless making a tag, the fielder with the ball should immediately grip the ball in the throwing hand and hold the ball up in a
throwing position - Do not leave the ball in the glove!
When applying a tag, place the throwing hand in the glove while still holding the ball in the throwing hand
o Holding the ball in the glove maximizes ball security and allows the fielder to make a quicker throw, if necessary, because a
either the runner has evaded the tag or a play at another base develops
o It’s very easy to drop the ball when making a tag with the bare ball
o The runner is not out if the fielder tags the runner with the glove hand when the ball is in the throwing hand away from the
glove
o Holding the ball in the glove only, with the throwing hand not in it, is only beneficial when the fielder needs maximum reach
to make a tag
o Focus on applying the tag just below the waist, if possible, to avoid runner’s hands and arms knocking the ball loose and
making it harder for runners to duck or jump away from the tag
Receiving fielders need to provide a target that is not directly in line of the fielder with the ball and the runner, set up on same
side as the fielder with the ball in relation to the runner
Before fielders throw the ball, they need to move slightly to the side of the runner’s line to the base, so they are not trying to
throw over the runners head. The best angle and preferred side is the throwing arm side.
A pump-fake throw is effective in confusing the runner so they stop or slow down
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When the runner is caught between bases, and the fielder with the ball is on the forward base side of the runner:
o At the lower levels, the best strategy is to never throw the ball in this situation, just run the runner back to the base
o Otherwise, sprint at the runner and try to apply tag or wait until the runner turns and runs (commit) back to the backward
base before throwing
 If runner moves back but does not commit, do not throw until he is far enough back that they can’t advance after a
throw
 Do not throw if there is no backup behind the backward base
o Follow throw to cover backward base
When runner is caught between bases, and the fielder with ball is near backward base side of the runner:
o If the runner is too far away to run at and be tagged, do not hesitate and immediately throw to the forward base. Do not
wait for runner to commit or get close to the forward base.
o If the runner can be tagged, sprint at the runner and try to apply a tag, but as soon as the fielder recognizes that the runner
is too fast to be tagged, throw to the forward base
o Follow throw to cover forward base
When runner is caught between bases, and the fielder with ball is outside the baseline:
o Sprint to area in front of runner to cut them off from forward base, forcing the runner in the direction of the backward base
o If the runner heads to the backward base, follow the backward base instructions
o If the runner is too far away or speedy for a tag and runs to the forward base, follow the forward base instructions

Drill








Setup – Two bases at the official base path distance, one fielder standing at each base with a backup fielder standing a few feet
behind each base, a runner with a helmet standing in the base line 10 feet off the backward base, a person with a ball standing
10 feet or so away from a fielder to start the play
Start - Ball is tossed to fielder standing on the base, runner starts moving to the far base
After each play, have players critique the play – what did fielders do correctly and incorrectly
Variations:
o Perform the drill several times without a baserunner first, then include a baserunner
o Runner starts 10 feet from the forward base
o Runner starts 20 feet from forward or backward base
o Runner starts exactly between bases with a fielder also between bases but 20 feet from the baseline, designate one of the
bases as the forward base
Rotate players between runner and fielding positions

Pitcher Covers First
Intermediate and Advanced






On any ground ball to the first base side of the mound, pitcher should immediately be moving toward the first base line and not
wait to see who will make the play
If pitcher is able to field the ball and the throw is short, use a soft under- or over-hand toss to the fielder covering first
o If have the time, don’t rush - set feet, be under control and make an accurate throw
If first basemen fields ball away from the base, pitcher should run to a point approximately ten feet in front of the base just
inside the base path. Once the pitcher is at that spot, they run up the baseline, provide a target and look up to receive the
throw.
o First basemen should call off pitcher if they can make the play at first, whether they have fielded the ball and will touch first
base or the second basemen has fielded the ball and they can recover to first base for the throw
o If second basemen fields the ball and the first basemen has moved away from the base in an attempt to field the ball, the
pitcher will be receiving the throw from the second basemen
If pitcher will receive a throw, they should make catch and then find base and step on the infield edge of the base to avoid
collisions or getting stepped on
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If pitcher reaches the base before the thrown ball, stop on or next to the base without looking down, need to keep eyes up
for the throw
The first (or second) basemen should make the throw right after the pitcher has turned to run up the baseline, if possible, and
lead (throw in front of) the pitcher to the base
o This gives the pitcher time to make the catch and find the base
o A soft underhand toss is easiest for the pitcher to handle

Drill





Pitcher practices coming off mound, finding spot, running up line while looking up and giving a target (no throws)
Start with pitcher running up the line from the spot, first basemen toss the ball to the pitcher, pitcher catches and touches base
o Practice with second basemen throws
o Practice with a late toss where pitcher stops at base before ball arrives
Practice complete play by rolling grounders to a variety of spots for plays to be made by pitcher, first basemen and second
basemen

Bunt Plays
Advanced












Communication is critical in all plays to get outs, avoid collisions and keep runners from taking extra bases
Remember player fielding priorities
The catcher has the best angle to see the runners, and is responsible for calling the base to throw to
o Attempt to force out the lead runner if an out is very likely
o Decision also depends on the game situation – score, inning and outs
None on base or runner on first base
o First basemen, pitcher and third basemen all charge
o Second basemen covers first base, shortstop covers second (or backs up play with none on)
o If catcher makes play, third basemen retreats to cover third base (with runner on first base)
 Catcher covers third base if third basemen cannot
Runner on second base
o Pitcher covers third base side, first basement covers first base side, third basemen stays at third, second covers first,
shortstop covers second, or
o First basemen, pitcher and third basemen all charge, second basemen covers first base and shortstop covers third
Runner on third base
o first basemen, pitcher and third basemen all charge
 look back the runner, fake throw if have time, then throw to first
 after throw to first, look to throw back to catcher at home if there is a play
o shortstop covers third, second basement covers first
o catcher covers home, only makes play on bunt if it is a few feet in front plate
When picking up a slow rolling or stationary ball, bend the knees and use two hands to scoop the ball into the glove and make a
quick transfer to the throwing hand
o Only field a ball barehanded if absolutely necessary and only attempt the throw if able to get a good grip on the ball for the
throw – obviously an extraordinarily difficult play with downside if the ball is bobbled or thrown away allowing runners to
advance extra bases

Drill




Practice play in a variety of situations without the ball and without runners
Add a roller at various speeds and directions without runners
Add runners
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BASERUNNING GUIDE

Baserunning





Smart baserunning can make a huge difference in the outcome of the game by saving outs and getting
crucial extra bases. Being engaged, knowing the rules and situations, and making wise decisions does not
require athletic ability.
Runners should always be listening or watching for instructions from the base coaches
Base coaches should constantly remind runners on base of what to do once they reach base
Base coaches need to understand the game situation and be prepared with a strategy to fit the situation

Running to First




After hitting ball (unless ball is clearly hit out of play), batters should:
o Drop the bat, not throw it
o Run as fast as can all the way to first base, do not watch the ball or slow down
 Have the mindset that if I hustle, I may be able to get to second base depending on what happens
with the ball
o Listen for instructions from the first base coach, the coach will tell batter what need to do
o These are simple instructions, but emotion and curiosity often get the best of players so they don’t get
to first base as fast as possible
Players must remember:
o Do not watch where ball was hit
o Do not assume that the defense will complete what appears to be an easy play
o Do not assume that the umpire will make the correct call
o Do not assume a hit that looks to be a foul ball will be foul - wind, uneven ground or ball spin could bring
the ball back into fair territory

o Just run fast






Start by running in the most direct route, a straight line, to first base
o If the runner sees the first baseman looking to the left of the mound for the throw, runners should run
just to the right of the first base foul line. This is because a runner can be called out for interference if a
throw coming from near the foul line hits them while they are left of the foul line.
First base coach should instruct the runner by yelling some version of:
o “Run hard, all the way through”,
o “Round and look”, or
o “Go to Second” (or “Go 2”)
o Coach should make the decision as early as possible so the runner can plan their path, and should repeat
the instructions several times to ensure the runner hears them
“Run hard, all the way through” – applies to force plays at first base
o Runners are permitted to run past first base and should not slow down until after they touch the base
o Do not stop on the base (that means runner slowed down prior to reaching the base)
o Touch the base with either foot, try to land on the front of the base, if possible
 Never slide or dive into first base, it’s not illegal but it is always slower than running through and
risks injury
 A slide or dive could be a good idea when the player covering first will attempt to tag the runner
instead of the base. But in this rare situation, it will be usually very difficult for a runner going full
speed to react fast enough to execute a slide.
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After passing first base safely, runner should continue to the right of the foul line, slow to a stop, turn
right and return to first base
 If a runner makes any motion to go to second base, the runner’s free pass is off and they can be
tagged out when not touching a base
 On a throw that is mishandled or gets past the first basemen, the runner needs to avoid reacting
with a motion toward second base. If the runner starts toward second and then changes their
mind, or even makes a jab step towards second, they are at risk of being tagged out.
 Runner is not required to stay the right of the foul line or turn right before heading back to first
base, but it’s a good idea to avoid the umpire making an incorrect rule interpretation
“Round and look” – generally applies to hits that have reached the outfield and the runner is not being sent
to second base
o Rounding the base
 As soon as the runner hears “round and look” or “go to second” they should start arcing their
running path with a goal of being headed nearly straight at second base after touching first base
 The precise angle of the arc depends on when the arc starts and the speed of the runner
 Step on base’s corner edge closest to pitcher, rather than the middle of the base
 Touch base with either foot and don’t break stride to change which foot to use
o Stop after several steps past first base with short, choppy steps and look up to see what is happening in
the field
 Runner needs to be ready to advance to second if they see that the defense has made a misplay
o The runner should always run hard and anticipate that a coach’s “Round and Look” instruction could be
changed to “Go to Second” before or after touching first base
“Go to second” or “Go 2”
o Round first base, do not slow down and run hard to second base with the head up to see if there will be
a play at second base or to look for a signal from the third base coach
o Coach’s use of hand motions are also helpful, such as pointing or waving hands toward second base

Drill



Runner stands in batter’s box with bat, takes a swing (no pitch) and runs to first
Base coach tells runner to either “Run all the way through”, “Round and Look” or “Go to Second” and uses
hand signals. Occasionally, start with a “Round and Look” call and change it to a “Go to Second” call.

Running to Second Base or Third Base





Run with head up to see whether there will be a play at the base and look and listen for the third base coach
instruction
Runner will either stop standing on the base, slide to the base, round and look or go to the next base
o Slow to a stop using short, choppy steps and stand on the base to avoid being tagged out on a delayed
throw to the base
o Slide to avoid tags and stop quickly
o Do not overrun second for third base, you can be tagged out
Coach hand signals
o Rounding arm motion or pointing to next base – go to the next base
o Two hands up or fingers pointing at the base – stop on base
o Two hands and arms waving down – slide

Drill


Practice running from first to second base while third base coach tells runner to either “Stop on Base”,
“Slide”, “Round and Look”, “Go to Third”, “Go 3” or “Go Home”
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On a Base


If no lead-offs permitted:
o Take a sprinter’s stance
 One foot on the edge of the base, one foot up the baseline, toes pointed up the baseline, knees bent
half way, chest over the front knee, elbows bent, head turned to see toward home plate (a)

a) Sprinter’s Stance
o



On every pitch, start running as the pitch crosses home plate, take 2 or 3 steps while watching what
happens at the plate
 Moving with every pitch gets the runner the best possible start if there is a hit or a wild pitch
If lead-offs permitted:
o It’s safest to not lead-off until the pitcher’s foot is touching the pitching rubber
 The pitcher cannot pitch until they are touching the rubber, so there is no benefit and only risk to
leading off before then
o Start with one foot on the base and one foot up the baseline, toes pointing perpendicular to the
baseline, knees and elbows slightly bent, eyes watching the pitcher’s feet (more on this later) (b)
o When the pitcher is touching the rubber and before they go to a set position, take a long step away from
the base with the right foot, bring the left foot near the side of the right foot, then repeat with shorter
steps (c and d)

b)

c)

d)
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o
o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Lead off at the longest distance away from the base that a baserunner can still have enough time to get
back to the base safely
A pitcher can pitch the ball any time after coming to set position – a foot touching the rubber, hands
together and at a complete stop
 Don’t wait until after set position to lead off because pitcher may deliver pitch before the runner
gets to the desired lead-off distance
Never take eyes off of the pitchers feet, a pick-off throw could occur at any time so runner must be
ready to get back to the base quickly – stepping back or diving back to base
 Diving is usually quicker if the runner is more than a body length from the base
A safe lead-off distance depends on the quality of the pitcher’s pick-off move and the runners ability to
react and move quickly back to the base
 If not intending to steal, a less aggressive lead-off would be wise
Pitcher cannot fake throws to first, unless they are not touching the rubber. They can fake a throws to
second or third while on the rubber.
 Runners must be aware of the trick pitcher move of faking to second or third, then throwing back to
first
For a righted-handed pitcher on the rubber:
 On pick-offs to first base, the pitcher must throw a pitch if their left foot moves first base
 For pick-offs to second base, pitcher can lift left foot and pivot on right foot and throw to second
 For pick-offs to third base, see left-handed rules to first base
 If the pitcher moves their right foot first, the pitcher cannot throw a pitch and the runner should
retreat to the base
For a left-handed pitcher on the rubber:
 The pitcher must throw a pitch if right foot moves behind the back edge of the rubber (unless
attempting a pick-off move at second base) or their right foot moves onto the home side of half the
angle between first and home
 What is tricky for the runner is that the pitcher can appear to be pitching when they lift their
right knee, then they step partially but not more than half-way toward home and can still legally
throw to first
 Illegal left-handed pitcher moves are very difficult for umpires behind the plate to see and they
will often miss balk moves
 The safest thing to do with a left-hander is not take a secondary lead (more later) or go to steal
until the front foot has clearly landed in front of the rubber as part of a pitch
 If the pitcher moves their left foot first, the pitcher cannot throw a pitch and the runner should
retreat to the base
 For pick-offs to second base, pitcher can lift right foot and pivot on left foot and throw to second
 On pick-offs to third base, the pitcher must throw a pitch if their right foot moves first base
Secondary lead-offs
 If not stealing, runners should take 2 or 3 steps down the baseline after the pitcher has made his
move to throw the pitch in order to get a head start down the baseline
 If the pitch is caught by the catcher, hustle back to the base to avoid getting tagged out on a throw
by the catcher to the base
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Sliding






Sliding allows runners to stop quickly without prematurely slowing down, helps avoid overrunning the base
and helps avoid getting tagged out on a high tag
Players need to be able to identify sliding situations (approaching the base too quickly to stop on the base or
fielder setting up for a tag), but base coaches can help by shouting “Get Down” and wave hands down when
it’s appropriate to slide
o For plays at the plate, on deck batter can stand well behind home plate and assist in instructing the
runner but must avoid interfering with the play
Sliding is a difficult skill to teach and takes practice to use proper technique and avoid injury
Start by having players sit (not running first) on the ground with one leg straight out and the other leg bent
and underneath the straight leg to form a number 4 shape
o The straight leg’s knee is slightly bent and the heel is slightly off the ground
o Head faced forward with chin close to the chest
o Arm and hands in the air with elbows bent
o For a basic slide, use either foot forward, whichever is natural for the player

Basic Slide







Have players practice take a few steps to move from an upright running position and pushing into the sitting
sliding position, first at half-speed then progress to full speed
o Avoid jumping into the slide
o Use a large piece of card board or sheet of plastic to slide onto to provide a softer, less abrasive surface
for repetitions
Pop-up slide
o Useful technique when there is a possible play at the base and the runner does not want to overrun the
base. Popping up puts the runner in a standing position for advancing in the event of a misplay by the
defense.
o Runners start slide closer to the base and keep torso in a more upright position. Use base to brace the
straight leg and the bent leg to push up in one motion.
Head-first slide/dive
o Can move faster and is easier to avoid a tag, than with a feet first slide
o Caution is needed to avoid colliding head first into a fielder blocking the base
 Dive to the side of the fielder and reach hand to the base, or dive between their legs if space allows
 Diving to a base on a pick-off move is generally not especially risky
o As player is running (or standing during lead-off), lower center of gravity, extend arms and torso forward
to the base
 As chest it’s the ground, keep the chin up, elbows slightly bent, keep hands outstretched toward the
base, cock wrists back and fingers curled
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Stealing Bases












Watch for the steal sign from the coach on every pitch
o Coach should have separate signs to steal or only steal on a wild pitch
If leadoffs not permitted,
o Be in a runner’s stance and go when ball crosses home plate, but keep eyes toward home plate to see if
the ball is hit or it is a wild pitch
If leadoffs permitted,
o Wait until the pitcher is committed to throw home, push off with left foot while pivoting on the right
foot and take the first step down the baseline with the left foot
 A short first step with the right foot wastes a half of a step
o After taking 1 or 2 steps, look back at home plate to see if the ball is hit or it is a wild pitch
o If the pitch is caught by catcher, run hard and think slide unless coach says stay up
 Stay on the base, do not overrun
 If the catcher’s throw is mishandled, listen to coach on whether to go to next base
 Be careful of the fielder faking an overthrow to draw the runner off the base
Unless there are two outs, whether stealing or taking a secondary lead off, watch closely to see if a hit is in
the air. Do not commit to advancing until see that the ball will hit the ground or will clear the infield.
o On a line drive, immediately stop. Retreat immediately if ball is hit near the base the runner is at or if
the ball is caught by an infielder.
o On an infield pop-up, runner needs to stop at a distance that is short enough to get back to the base if
the ball is caught. If the ball is not caught, go if forced, or run to the next base if safe to do so. If infield
fly rule is called, immediately return to the base because the batter is out and no force outs are in effect.
o Outfield pop-ups
 Listen for coach – “tag up” or “go part way”
 The decision to tag up depends on the location of the fly ball, likelihood of a catch, direction the
outfielder is running, strength of outfielders arm, speed of the runner and game situation
 If “tag up”, return to base and take a runners stance. Watch for catch or listen for coach saying go.
Be careful not to go before the catch is made.
 When a fly ball is clearly in foul territory, always go back to the base for a possible tag up. The
fielder may forget about the runners, fall down after the catch or have their momentum taking them
away from the infield, giving runners the opportunity to advance. There is no benefit to being off
the base.
 When on third base, and a deep fly ball, always tag up. Should be able to score from third in plenty
of time if fly ball is dropped.
 If “go part way”, leave base as far away as can and still be able to get back if ball is caught and
thrown to the base. If ball is not caught, runner will have a head start in advancing to the next base.
If not forced, runners on second or third base need to use caution when deciding to advance on infield
ground balls
o Depending on situation, location and speed of hit, and position of the fielder, wait for throw to first
before advancing. Do not get fooled by a fake throw.
Runners must avoid getting touched by a batted ball, or they will be out
o Runners need to be watching towards home to see the ball hit
o Stop on balls in front of them, or jump or duck as a last resort
o When on third base, always take lead-off and run in foul territory
Do not interfere with or block fielders attempting to field a ball, runner will be out
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Caught in a Rundown




When caught between bases and an infielder has the ball, try to coax the defense to make extra throws that
could result in misplays or give another runner time to advance
o Watch the fielder with the ball, don’t commit until have to and try fake step towards going to the other
base to coax a premature throw
o Base coaches yell reverse when throw will easily beat the runner
o Be prepared for fielder errors
Commit when the fielder gets close enough to run and tag the runner or get close enough to a base that the
fielder has waited too long to throw to the target base
o Try to run front of the fielder’s target to make the throw more difficult. Runner may get hit in the back
or helmet.
o Always slide to get under a high tag or knock the ball loose from the fielder’s glove
o Runner must stay within 3 feet of either side of the base path

Other Baserunning Guidelines








Baserunners should run on any fly ball when there are two outs. Use caution on infield line drives when
force out is not in affect.
All runners should be stealing when there are 2 out, a 3-2 count and runners are on first, first and second, or
bases loaded. There is no risk in this situation.
o Runners on third in this situation should be more cautious - stay in foul territory and watch for batted
balls coming at them
Unless a baserunner is slow, steal second or third (if unoccupied) when the pitcher pitches from the wind-up
o The time it takes for the pitcher to complete the wind up gives the runner a huge head start
In some leagues, stealing second base is relatively easy. In that case, only stretch a single into a double if
the batter can reach second base without a close play.
Don’t be the first out at home plate (in non-force out situations). No need to take chances, when there will
likely be better opportunities to get the run home in later at-bats.
Avoid being the third out at third (in non-force out situations). In most cases, it’s going to take a hit to get
the run home anyway. The exception, being infield hits and wild pitches.
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